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On Systems of Structures of a Completely Regular Space

By Taira SHIROTA

Considering the set of all structures υ over a completely regular
space R, we propose to investigate the connections between the alge-
braic properties of the set and the topological properties of R. To
this purpose we introduce in the following an order into the set in
question and characterize among others the space R which has either
the maximum or the minimum for certain subsystems of the ordered
system thus obtained, and determine further the cardinal numbers of
the ordered systems in the case when R is metrizable.

For the notations we follow those used by Tukey1).

§ 1. Definitions and remarks.

DEFINITION. Let gR be a structure over a completely regular space
R with a basis | U α | Λ j and let g'R be another structure over the
space R with a basis {33JB}, then we write gR^g'R, if for any
2Jp6 {SSβ.|B} there exists U e e { U e | A } such that 35<,>Ue, i.e., if the
identical mapping of R on itself is a uniformly continuous mapping of
gR onto g'R.

It is clear that the set of all structures over a completely regular
space R is considered as an ordered system in this order. Let us denote
by D(R) this ordered system and let Dt(R) be the subsystem of D(R)
which consists of all totally bounded structures over R. Let m be an
infinite cardinal number. We say that a structure gR is an m-structure,
if the uniformity of gR contains a basis {UJA} with |A |<; tn 2 ) ,
and we denote by Z)m(JB) the set of all m-structures over R.

Evidently D(K),Dt(E) and An(Λ) are not only ordered systems,
but also directed systems and D(R) and Dt(R) have always the maxi-
mal element. Moreover an κ0-structure is a metric space.

1) John W. Tukey, Convergence and uniformity in topology (1940). We
will use "structure" to mean "struct" used by Tukey and in this note we will
refer this book by the letter T.

2) The cardinal number of a set A will be denoted by \A\ and small Ger-
man letters will be used for infinite cardinal numbers.
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By Raouf Doss' papers3), it is known that we can characterize the
space which satisfies the condition: D(R)=Dt(E) as well as the space
whose D(R) contains only one element.

In the following we will use "space" to mean "completely regular
space".

§ 2. In this paragraph we shall characterize the space for which
Dft(R) has the minimum.

Lemma 1. Let gR be a structure of a space R and let { U α | A } be
some basis for the uniformity of gR and let ?$={Fa\A\ be a family
of closed sets having the following properties:

1) if a,βeA and if α</34), then FO/V
2) the intersection of all Fa is void, i. e., /J Fa=Q, then there

aεA

exists a | A \ -structure g'R such that $ is a Cauchy family of g'R and
such that g'R^gR.

Proof. For each aeA, let Sα=(#-F>ltα

5). {SSJΛ} will ba seen
to be a basis for the uniformity of the structure over R satisfying
the statements of the lemma.

We shall show first that {SSα |A} satisfies the conditions of a basis

for some uniformity. If a < β, then SJβ > 33 p

 6), because Uα > Uβ and

Fa^>Ffi. For two α, β, there exists ye A such that Uα>ΪV and

Uβ > Ur, hence SSα > 33r and 5Jβ > §Br.
Next we shall show that {9S α |A} agrees with the topology. For

any point aeR there exists Fa from the condition 2) such that Fa$a.
Since FΛ is closed, there exists β such that S(α, Up) A ^α=0. Then
if γ > /3, α, S(α, Ur) A ^r^O and hence α jf S(Fr, Ur), whence S(α, SBr)=
S(α,Ur). Now if U is an open set of R containing α, there exists a δ
such that S(α, Uδ) C U. If γ > α, β, δ, then S(α, 9Sr)=S(α, Ur) C'S(α, Uδ)

Let g'R be the structure with the basis {S5β |Λ}. Then it is obvious

3) Raouf Doss, On uniform spaces with a unique structure, Amer. J. Math.
71 (1949). Raouf Doss, On continuous function in uniform spaces, Ann. of
Math. 48 (1947).

4) We say that α<]3 if Up is a A-refmement of Uα, i. e., Hα>Uβ.
5) For a covering It of R and for a subset H of R, the restriction //oil of

U to H is a covering of R consisting of the set S(R-H, U) and those sets of
II included in H. Cf. T. p. 45.

6) If U>55 and ADB, then
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that gR>g'R and that $ is a Cauchy family of g'R, because for any
a, SSα^Uα and for any point aeFa Fa C S(a, UJ V S(Fβ, Uα)=S(α, SJJ.
Thus the lemma has been proved.

Lemma 2. Let R be a locally bicompact space whose character
is <lm and let A be a set of cardinal <1 m. Then for, any totally
bounded m -structure gR with a basis J33α |vl} and for any open basis
U={Ua], where Ua is bicompact and 0:6 A, if the family 11 is additive,
then the collection

& ^UJ

is a basis for the uniformity of the minimal structure of Dt(R) and

Proof. We see first that Sβ is a basis for some uniformity, because

if arβ,γ£A and α<γ, β<γand if t/δ, [7ε e U, then Γ7^Uά Λ M oUp >
(#δ V ffjottr and (C7δ \J C7ε)oUr € % since U is additive.

We shall show next that the uniformity agrees with the topology.
For any point a of R and for an open set G containing α, there exists
U α e { U α | A } such that S(α,ttα)C<? Without loss of generality, we
may suppose that GeU. Hence GoUαeφ, and then S(α, GoUα)=
S(α, UJ c^ G. Evidently f/pollα is a finite covering, since ttα may be
considered as a finite covering. Therefore φ is *a basis for some
uniformity of totally bounded structure.

Let gR be this structure. We see that gR is the minimum of
D(R) and Dt(R) that is, if £7poUαe*P, then Γ7poUαeQ for any unifor-
mity Q which agrees with the topology. To prove this let Ϊ7β-Uα be
{S(β-[7β,Uα), Vι,Όι,...JJn} and let F=β~S(β~I7ρ,Uα). Then
FC ί/β, hence F=F<^Uβ, thus F is bicompact. For any αeF, there
exists Uχa) such that a e I7,(ej, hence there exists two coverings

SWΦr'w s^ch that 93r(α;, SBr/ce) € O, »r/oυ < 55r(α> and S(α,SBr(β))C
Ϊ7ί(α). Then S2(α,SSr/(α;)C^(^*r(α)) and {ST(αf asr/cej)|a€l^} is an open
covering of F. Since F is bicompact, there exist a finite number of

m
points α,, al9 ...,am such that \J S(ai9 Sίγ'CβO) ̂ 5 ̂  Then evidently

ί=1

93= /\ gSγ/Cαί) e Q. It is to prove that 3?<f/βoUα. To show this,
«-l m

let F= ^r'Ce be an element of 5? where Fγ'oo ^ *YXC«0- If

— C/β,Uα), then FΛ^^O* hence there exists a point a and a point
a, e { at I ί=l, 2, . . . , m } such that α 6 V f\ F and α € S( ,̂ S5γ^c«Λ) Since
F C tV (Xί> we have α e Fγ^βΛ A S(αj, SSγ'CβΛ)* therefore TV OΛ) C

), whence VcUiζa^eϋna. Thus
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we have 33<t7βoUα.

Evidently we have

Lemma 3. If U>2S for two open coverings U and SB of a space
R and if |S3|^m for any open refinement 35 of U, then there exists
a subset A of R with potency :>m such that for any point p of R
there exists at most an α G A such that S(p, SB) and S(α, -SB) have points
in common.

Theorem 1. The following conditions on a space R are equivalent:
1) Z}m(Λ) has the minimum,
2} DmίK) contains the minimum of D(R) and Dt(K),
3) R is locally bicompact and its character <i m.

Proof. In view of Lemma 2, 3) implies 2). It is evident that
2) implies 1). Thus we have only to prove that 1) implies 3). Let gR

be the minimum of D^(R), and let {U α |A} be a basis for the unifor-
mity of gR, the potency of A being <:m. Then we show first that
for any ttαe { U α | A j there exists an open covering Uα' such that Uα'<Uα

and |ttβ'|<[m. Suppose on the contrary that there exists some U α e
{ttJA} such that for any tt<ttα, |U| >m. Then by Lemma 3 there
exists an open covering 2 B e { U α | A } and a subset F satisfying the
statement of the lemma. Since j A l ^ l ί 7 ! , there exists a 1-1 corre-
spondence / between A and a subset of F. For any finite set 8=

(al9 <*2,.. , O, let Ff=f(A)-\) fζaύ ^= λu*i and le* Γ be the set of
<=1 t=l

all finite sets of A. Then for the basis {U δ |Γ j for the uniformity of
gR and for {Fδ |Γ|, the statement of Lemma 1 is satisfied. Hence
there exists a g'RzD(R) such that g'R<gR and such that {Fδ |Γ} is
a Cauchy family of g'R. But {^δlΠ & not a Cauchy family of gR,
since for all Fδ and for all a£R, S(a, SB) does not contain Fδ. Hence
g'R^gR. This contradicts the minimality of gR.

Now let ®= \ UIU e Uα', a € A}. Then © is an open basis of R and
|®| <1 m m=m, hence the character of R < m.

It remains now to show that R is locally bicompact. For if
{ F Λ \ A } and {FΛ

r\ A\ are two Cauchy families of gR and if both of
them do not converge, where we may suppose that both of them
satisfy the conditions 1) and 2) of Lemma 1, then \Fa\A] and \FJ\A]
are equivalent. Since the family \F^\JFΛ

f\A\ and gR satisfy

the statement of the lemma, there exists g'R^D^R) such that
g'R^gR, and such that \F,a\JFa'\A\ is a Cauchy family of g'R. And
since gR is the minimum of Dm(R),gR=gfR, so that (FΛ\JFa'\A\ is
a Cauchy family of 0β, therefore { F Λ \ A \ and \FJ\A\ are equivalent.
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Then the completion gR of gR is bicompact and gR—gR can contain
at most one element, hence R is locally bicompact,

Corollary. For a metrizable space R,Dχ0(R) has the minimum if
and only if R is locally bicompact and separable.

Corollary. The following conditions on a space R are equivalent:
1) D(R} has the minimum,
2) Dt(R) has the minimum,
3) D(R) is a complete lattice,
4) Dt(R) is a complete lattice,
5) R is locally bicompact.

§ 3. Let DC(R) be the set of all complete structures over R and
let Dcm(K)=Dc(R) f\Dm(K).

Theorem 2. The following conditions on a space R are equivalent:
1) 'Dcm(K) has the minimum,
2) Z>cm(/e)=Z?m(β)φO,
3) Dcwίβ} contains only one element,
4) R is bicompact and the character of R <; m.

Proof. Clearly, 3) implies 1), and 4) implies both 2) and 3). Thus
we have only to show that 1) implies 4) and that 2) implies 4).

(i) Let gR be the minimum of DC\^R} and let { U J A j be a basis
for the uniformity. Suppose that gR is not totally bounded. Then
there exists a Ue {U α |A} such that every refinements of U are not
finite. By Lemma 3, there exist 336 {UJ4} and a countable subset
{αn|n=l,2,3,...} of R such that they satisfy the statement of the
lemma. Now let Fn—{aί\i=n, n + 1,...} and let Pfl={α-f>_1, aίn\ for
every n=l,2,... . Moreover for each Uβ<SB let »βΛ={S(P<,Uβ)|t=
n,n + l,...\ \J {ί7|ί/eUα & 17Λ*Vι=0}.' Then by the same method
of the proof of Lemma 1, there exists a structure g'R whose unifor-
mity contains {5$α w |αe Ar & n=1,2,...} as a basis and which is
m-structure, where Af consists of all aζA for which Uα<3ί, and that
g'R^gR. Now we shall show that gfR^Dc\\\(R). For this, let
x((αn)|A'xJV) 7 ) be a Cauchy phalanx of g'R. Then for each (a,ri)
there exists a point aeR such that x((α^)|;l'xΛΓ) is decided for
S(«,»«0 Then S(α,SJβw)=S(o,ttβ) or S(o, »«)=S(α, UJ \J S(Pi9 UJ.
Let S(αλί,Uα), i=l,2,3 be such sets that x((αw)|A'xΛO is not de-
cided against S(αx<,Uβ) for i=l,2,3 and that x((ari)\A'xNΓ) is decided

7) Let A'xN be the (direct) product of the directed system Af and the
linear ordered set N consisting of all positive integers. Cf. T. p. 7.
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against R— \J £(<&**, Uα), where axι, a*2, α*3 are not always different

points. Let' V »=fS(ό»,,UJ|i=l,2,3} \J {R- \J S(α**,UJf, then
ί=α, 2, 3

{%}an\A'xN} is a collection of finite coverings. Now, let 23 be {B\
x((cra)|A'xΛO is decided against B\. Then {ϊC} and 33 satisfy the
condition of the Tukey's lemma8). Hence there exists a phalanx
x'((cra)|A'xΛΓ) such that for each a€Ar it is decided for a set of
{S(αa,,UJ|i=l,2,3}. Hence x'((αn)|A'xΛΓ) and x((αn)|A'xtf) are a
Cauchy pair of 0'J5 and x'((cm)|A'xΛΓ) is a Cauchy phalanx of gR.
Since #72 is complete, x'((αn)|A'x#) converges to a point αeJB,

) converges to the same point a. Thus we prove that
But this contradicts the hypothesis that gR is the

minimum of Dcm(K). Hence gR is totally bounded and complete, i.e.,
R is bicompact and hence the character of 72 <: m, since |A | ^ m.

(ii) We proceed to prove that 2) implies 4). For this we suppose
that Z?cm(/ί)—An(β)Φθ and R is not bicompact. Now choose a
gR € Dcm(R), then gR cannot be totally bounded, hence by the same
method of the above proof, there exists a covering ll€ {UJ, where
|Uα} is a basis for the uniformity of gR, and there exists a countable
subset {aΛ\n=l, 2,...} of R, such that they satisfy the statement of
LemmaS. Let FΛ=[at\i=n,n + l,...\ and let ^==(#-FJ Ua,
Then it is obvious that f93αj is a basis for some structure g'R and
that gfR£Dκ(R}—Dcm(R\ since {αj is a Cauchy sequence of 0/jβ and
has no limit point. Hence DCm(R^Dm(R'). Thus 2) implies that R
is bicompact, and that the character of R is <: m, since Z)mCB)H=0.

Corollary. The following conditions on a metrizable space R are
equivalent:

1) Z> 0̂(-β) has the minimum,

2) 'Dc*ώ?)=DM>
3) DCχQ(R) contains only one element,
4) R is bicompact.
Corollary. The following conditions on a space R are equivalent:
1) DC(R) has the minimum,
2) DC(R}=D(R\
3) DC(R) contains only one element,
4) R is bicompact.

§ 4. In this paragraph we shall characterize the space R whose

8) Cf. T. p. 33.
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Dm(R') has the maximum.
Lemma 4. Let R be a fully normal space and let Rr be the set of

all cluster points of R. If Rr satisfies the following conditions:
1) the character relative to R <L m9 ),
2) if U is an open covering of R, there exists an open refinement

3$ of U such that | \V\V f\R'^Q & FeSS} |$n, where π is the smal-
lest cardinal number satisfying the condition mn Ξg m, then the
α-structure aR 10) is contained in D^(R}.

Proof. Let | U α | A j be the uniformity of aR and let SB= \V\
be the basis of Rr relative to R such that |33|<m. Then, by the
conditions 1) and 2), for each a there exists an open refinement 33 α of
Ua such that it satisfies the condition 2) and such that if C/e55α and
Z/ΛΛ'ΦO, then ϊ7eS3, and if Z7eSBβ, U f~\R'=Q, then Z7 contains only
one point. It is obvious that the collection {23 α |A j contains open
coverings of cardinal <L m, hence we can rewrite it by {.'33α|A'} where
| A ' | < L m . Now for any 95β6 {93β |A'}, there exists a normal covering
5Jβ,n such that gsα=gs»fl. Let Γ be the set of all finite subsets of A',
and for any σ=(al9 a2,... , O e'Γ, let 2δσ=*Bαι>/ /\ 5?α2, f Λ — Λ *««, ''•

Then if Oσ'> 2Bσ<2Bσ' and so {2BJΓ} is a basis for some unifor-
mity. Obviously {SBβ |Γ} agrees with the topology, the uniformity is
that of the α-structure, and | r |<lm. Hence aReDm(R\

Lemma 5. For a fully normal space R, if gR G D^K) and if every
(bounded) continuous real-valued functions of R are uniformly con-
tinuous with respect to gR and to the usual metric of the space of real
numbers, then the set Rf of all cluster points of R satisfies the con-
ditions 1) and 2) of Lemma 4, where we use m in place of π in 2).

Proof. Assuming that gR satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5, we
suppose that there exists an open covering U such that it does not
satisfy the condition 2) of Lemma 4 with π=m. Then it is obvious
that there exists a set F with the potency ;> m and an open covering
33 such that they satisfy the statement of Lemma 3 and such that
F(^Rf. Now let {llα |A} be a basis for gR and then we may assume
that |A |<lm. Since |F |>m, there exists a 1-1 mapping p of A onto

9) For a space R and a subset M of /?, we say that the collection 33 of
open sets of R is an open basis of M relative to R if for any point a of M and
for any open set G of R containing a, there exists an open set £7 €33 such that
a € UC.G, and a cardinal number will be called the character of M relative to
/?, if it is the minimum of cardinal numbers of open basis of M relative to R.

10) We denote the structure with the uniformity made up of all normal
coverings by aR.
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the subset of Ff For each a e A there exists an α' e A such that a1 > a
and S(p(ά), Uα/) C 5(p(α), 33). Then for each α e A, there exists a 6α € R
such that 6α e S(p(cί), Uα') and 6αφp(α) since A C #'• Now for each
a€ A, let /d ba a continuous function such that /α(KαO)=l, fa(b^=Qt

/β(a?)=0 for every # £ S(p(α), Uα'), | /.(a?) | < 1 f or every a? € R. Moreover
let /= Σ /«, then / is a bounded continuous function of β, since for

α

each αeβ, S(α,SS) can meet at most one S0(α), 33), where αe4. But
/ is not uniformly continuous with respect to gR, since for each a € A,
\f(p(<*ft-fQ>J\=l, S(p(ά),Uα')e6α, and {α'| is cofinal in A. This con-
tradicts our hypothesis. Hence the condition 2) of Lemma 4 with
tt=m is satisfied. Finally, it is evident by the condition 2) that the
character of R' relative to R is <: m, for | A | < l m . Thus Lemma 5
is proved.

Lemma 6. The following conditions on a space R are equivalent:
1) Dm(R) has the maximum,
2) Z?m(#) contains the maximum of D(R\ i.e., α/2eJ9m(β).
Proof. We prove only that 1) implies 2). Assume 1). Let gR be

the maximum of D(R\ {UJA} the basis for the uniformity, U an
arbitrary normal covering and finally let {Mn\ be a normal sequence
such that U > UL. Then it is obvious that {Uα /\ Un | a 6 A & n=l, 2,...}
is a basis for some structure g'R and that the g'R is an m-structure.
Since g'R ̂  gR g'R=gR. Then evidently U > Uα e {Uα | A \, which
implies that gR=aR.

Theorem 3. Under the assumption of the generalized continuum
hypothesis10), if m is regularn), then the following conditions on a

fully normal space R are equivalent:

1) AnCR) has the maximum,

2) -DtnGK) contains the maximum of D(R},
3) there exists gR 6 AnGK) swcft that every (bounded) continuous

real-valued functions are uniformly continuous with respect to gR and
to the usual metric of the space of real numbers,

4) the set Rr of all cluster points of R has the character relative
to R <1 m, and for each subset F of Rr whose cardinal number is > m,
Ff is not void.

Proof. In view of the above lemmas, 1) implies 2), 3) implies 4)
and 4) implies 1) and it is evident that 2) implies 3).

11) In this case, if π<τn, then mn=m and hence if a set A has the potency
nt, then the set of all subsets of A with potency <m has the potency m.
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Corollary 12\ The following conditions on a metrizable space R are
equivalent:

1) DκoCβ) has the maximum,
2) DM(It} contains the maximum of D(R\
3) there exists a metric of R such that every (bounded} continuous

real-valued functions are uniformly continuous with respect to the metric
and to the usual metric of the space of real numbers,

4) the set R' of all cluster points of R is bicompact.
Corollary. The following conditions on a fully normal space R are

equivalent:
1) Dm(K) has the maximum,
2) DcmUR} has the maximum.
Proof. This is evident by the fact that for a fully normal space

R, Z?C(/2)ΦO and that if gR € A(#) and if g'R ;> gR, then g'R € DC(R).
Corollary. The following conditions on a metrizable space R are

equivalent:
1) D$o(R) has the maximum,
2) D^0(Ri) has the maximum.

§ 5. In this paragraph we are concerned with the space whose
D/mCβ) has the maximum, where Dtm(Rf)=De(R*) f\ Dm(K).

Theorem 4. The following conditions on a space R are equivalent:
1) J5/m(β) has the maximum,
2) there is a basis for an open sets 93={l7e |A} such that i) \A\ <m

and it) if F and C are two closed sets and completely separated 13), then
there exist two finite open subcollections U and 53 of 93 such that
\J U ̂  F and \J V ̂  C and that \J~U f\ \J~V=Q.

Proof. It is obvious that maximum of -D/mCK) is the afR 14), so
that 1) implies that α/βeZ)m(β). Let { U a \ A } be the basis for the
uniformity of afR, where |A |^m, then 93={t7|ί/eUα & Uαe {-U e |A} }
is a basis for open sets of R. If F.. and C are both closed and com-
pletely separated, then {β— F, R — C} is a finite covering, hence there

12) J. Nagata, On the uniform topology of bicompactifications, Journal of
the Institute of Polytechnics, Osaka City University (1950).

13) We say that A and B are completely separated when there exists a
continuous function / such that /(#)=0 (*€A), /(#)=! (#€£) and 0^/(#)^
1 for all xζR.

14) We denote the structure with the basis for the uniformity made up of
all normal finite coverings by afR.
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ΔΔ

exists a finite covering U α £ \Ma\A} such that \R-F, R-C\ >Uβ, then
S(F,"UJ Λ S(C, "11^=0, U-ίC7 | t7GU α & [/Λ^ΦOJ <« and S B = { V | V e
Uα & F Λ^φOj d§B. Since U and 53 are finite, thus we can see that
1) implies 2).

Conversely, assume 2). Let 33'= { 0 UΛt \ UΛί e 33 & n=l, 2, ... j and
_ ί = l

let 33":={β-t7|ϊ7633'}, then it is evident that |33"|<m. Now we
shall prove that, if {Z7, FJ is a binary normal open covering of R,
then there exists a binary open covering \U'9 Vf\ such that U^U',
F^F' and F', Z7'e33". Because, /?-£/ and R-V are completely
separated 15), hence there exist two open sets G and O such that β-G,

# — f/ and R— 0, R — V and G, O are three completely separated pairs.
Hence there exist two open sets G' and O' such that R—U<^G'(^.G,

#-FC O' CO and that O', G' 6 S3'. Let Uf=R-G' and let F'=Λ-O',

then ϋ', F'€33", ff'Ctf* F'CF and G', F' are completely separated.
Hence ίC/, F} >{[/', F'} and JJ7', F'} is a normal open covering. Now
let U={t71, 172, ... , Z7n} bean arbitrary normal open covering, then

ΔΔ

there exists a normal open covering 33 such that U^>33. Then
{R-S(R-U{,%>*)\i=l,2, ... ,n] is a closed covering and U^R-
S(72— Γ70SB) and that Λ-t/ί and Λ— 5(Λ — Z70SS) are completely separa-
ted, hence there exists a normal covering {Oif Gt\ such that Oif Gt e 33/;

and {O^G,} < f!7ίf SCΛ-ί/o®)}. Hence U>Λ (Ui9S(R-Ui9^)\ >
«-ι

A { 0,, Grf } . Now, let g'= {Uα | a e A } be the collection of all binary nor-
ί = l

mal coverings whose elements are contained in 33;/, and for each α € A ,
let {Uβtn|w=l,-2, ...} be a normal sequence such that Uα,ι=Uα and such
that every Uα,w are finite coverings. Let %*={Haι9n/\Vi(i2,n/\...
/\UfJίn,n\n=l9 2, ... & a£A] then g* is a basis for the uniformity of
afR and \%*\ <±m. Since for any normal finite covering U there exists

U, -i=l,2, ... ,n such that U>Λ^ and l^eg', there exists 33 eg^

such that 33<U, and it is obvious that J8*|<;nι.
Corollary. If for a normal space R Dt^(R} has the maximum, then

R satisfies the following conditions:
1) the character <; m,
2) if Aζ^R and of

then Ar is not void,

15) It is obvious that a binary open covering {£/, V] of R is normal if and
only if R-U and R~~V are completely separated. Cf. T. p. 53.
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Proof. Assume that Dtm(R) has the maximum. Then we have
already seen that the character of R is <: m. Now let 93 be an open
basis satisfying the condition 2) of Theorem 4, and let 33'=
\ U*L \J J7«2 V7 ... W UΛn I n=l, 2,... & Ua* e 93}. Suppose that there exists
a subset F of R such that |^|=> m and Ff=0. Then for every subset
Fδ of F, let FV=F-~FZ, then Fδ and Fδ' are both closed and Fδ/Λ
ίY=Q. Since β is normal, there exist by Theorem 4 open sets Oδ

and Gδ such that Oδ ̂  Fδ, Gδ^ Fδ,, Oδ A Gδ==0 and Oδ, Gδ G 33'. Now
we see easily that |OδjC93' and | {Oδ}'| >2m since if δΦ£, then
0δφO6. For if α<EFδ-Fε, then α€0δ, αeG ε, hence α£O ε, i.e. OδΦθε.
But |93' |<Im, which is a contradiction.

Corollary. For a metrizable space R, R is bicompact if and only
if Dfχ0(R^) has the maximum.

From Corollary and Theorem 3, we have,
Corollary. Under the assumption of the generalised continuum

hypothesis, if m is regular and if for a fully normal space R, Dt^(K)
has the maximum, then Dm(β) has the maximum.

§6. In the last paragraph, we shall consider cardinal numbers
of D(β) and its subsystems in the case when R is metrizable.

Theorem 5. // R is not bicompact and metrizable, then D^0(R^ has
the potency :>2*o.

Proof. Since R is not bicompact, there exists a countable set {a n }
without cluster points, hence for any point a of R, there exists an
open neighbourhood U(a) of a such that U(a) f\ {αj contains at most
one point. Thus U={U(a')\a£Rl is an open normal covering, hence

A

there exists an open covering 33 such that 33 <U and then there
exists a non totally bounded χ0-structure mR whose basis for the
uniformity is {ttn\ and 1̂ =33. Now decompose the set A=\an\ into
disjoint countable sets Λ,= {αίΛ|n=l,ι2,...} and let Ata be {α^|;"=n,
n+1,...}. We shall define a KO-structure m(p)/? for each sequence
P=ίP»} of two numbers 0 and 1. Let /(£) be the set of all pt such
that Pi=l and let SSn={S(A ί f l,Un)lp<6/(W}.\y [U\Uf\Aίn=Q, UzHΛ &
Pi€/G>)}. Then {33nj is a basis of some uniformity of some KO-struc-
ture which we shall denote by m(p)β, (cf. the proof of Lemma 1). If
$={pn] and q=\qn\ are different sequences, then m(p)β and m(q)β are
different. For e.g. for an i,p,=l and &=0, then \aίn\i=l,2,...} are
a Cauchy sequence of m($)R, but not of w(q)JB. Hence D^(R} has the
potency 2> 2*o.

Theorem 6, If R is separable and not bicompact, then both D(R)
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and A(#) have the potency 22*°, and both DM(R) and DtM(K) have the
potency 2*o.

ilQ

Proof. First we shall prove that Z>(β) had the potency < 22 ,
i. e., that Dt(K). has the potency < 2,**" and tnat D^R} < 2*o. Each
normal sequence of open coverings is associated with a pseudo-metric 16)

and if for two normal sequences of coverings \Un\ and {%$n} there
exists U w e \nn\ such that for any m, %$m is not a refinement of Uw,
then the corresponding pseudo-metrics are different 16). Since a pseudo
-metric is a continuous function on the Cartesian product RxR, the
set of all pseudo -metrics has the potency <1 2*o and a structure of #
is associated with some set of normal coverings respectively, hence
D(R) has the potency ^ 2*** and DM(K)£ 2*o.

Next we shall show that ACK)>22*°. Let /3(β) be the Cech's bi-
compactification of R, then fi(R)-R has the potency ^22*°19) hence
the set of all equivalent classes of Cauchy families of the maximal
structure afR of Dt(K) without limit point has the potency
Now by Lemma 1, for two non equivalent Cauchy families
and {F α |A} of afR without limit point, we can find a totally bounded
structure fR such that they are equivalent Cauchy families of fR, and
for two different pairs of not equivalent families we obtain two dif-
ferent totally bounded structures respectively, hence Dt(R) has the
potency >22*°.

Finally, we shall show that Dt*0(R) has the potency ^ 2*o. Since
R is not bicompact, there exists a countable set N without cluster
point. Let N be subdivided into countable subsets N*j(i, /=!, 2, ...)

such that ΛΓ$= {αj |w=l,2, ...} and let Nt=Nt

j9 then AΓ=
3n J = l

Now, let \>=[pn\ be a sequence of positive integers. Corresponding to

p, let the elements of 0 NJ be ordered as follows, <4.+1 ι<αί+1 2<
J-Pί + ϊ

^ + 2, ι<4, + 1, 3«, + 2, 2«, + s, i - Let this sequence be N\ + =Nf

Pι + χ

Then let \N*j} be arranged as follows:

(**} ΛTI ATI \rι AT1 ΛΓ2 AT2 ΛΓ2 ΛΓ3

^ iv i, A V 2 » ••• .^vp , /Vj, , i V i , ... , j tVp , /Vn , ιvj, ...
1 l*rl ίι 6-ri

where N1

5 is considered as a sequence ordered by the indices.
Then let Pi be the i-th term of (*) and let us put Pl=[al9j\j

16) Cf. T. p. 51.
17) E. Cech, On bicompact space, Ann. of Math 38 (1938). Dedfich

Pospίsil, Remark on bicompact space, Ann. of Math. 38 (1938).
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1,2,...}. Moreover for each n, let 2V be subdivided into aίt /i, < ri),

.}(i^w)andtf-^
ί=1

Then there exist open sets UtJ ( i ,/^w) and Vtn
ί = l

(i <;% + !) such that any two of them are disjoint and UtJ 9 atj, Vin ^> Pt, „.
Let 5J n ={I7 w | i > /^n}\7{F < f l | i^w + l } \ u / { Λ - Λ r } , then «$„ is an open

\/ ΛT

covering, hence there exists a normal sequence: $n=3$ί]>*B" j>
where every 33ί» are finite. Now, let mJB be an arbitrary but fixed
element of Z?/KO(Λ), whose uniformity cnotained a normal sequence
{tt,|i=l,2,...} as a basis and let 3ln=3in Λ U" Λ - Λ 3*8* then {«„} is
a normal sequence and the basis of the uniformity of some totally
bounded KO -structure. Let us set

£%n & for i^n + l U f\Pt,n=0\.

then {5l,/j is a normal sequence and a basis of the uniformity of
some totally bounded κ0-structure, which we denote by mQfiR.

First, we shall show that {9ln'} is a normal sequence. If α^
S(Pί,n+ι,Sln+1) for all i^^+2 then there exists J7eSίw such that IO
S(α,«n+])=S(α,Si;+1), and Sί/>SIn, hence there exists FeV such that
F^l7^S(α,«;+1). If aeS(Pί>n+l9^ίn+l') for some i, then αjίS(P, f f l+1,
3ln+1) for Φi, since SSΛ+1 >55Sίϊ >^+ι and SSn+1 cannot contain an
element which intersects with two sets P<>n+ι,Λ,n+ι. Now S(α,?lή+1)=

and Λ,n+ιC^,» or Λ,»+ιC;^»+ι,. hence

or «„' 3 S(P.+lf „, 21J ̂  S(α, ai+1).
Next, it is evident by the same way as in Lemma 1 that m($)R

agrees with the topology since JJ 2 ^n— O
nt i<^n + l

Finally if q={pnjφq={9 n}, Then m(t))βφm(q)β. In fact if for

some i p<φg, and if pt^>qi9 then 2V^ (q) is a Cauchy sequence of w(q)JB,
but 2Vl4+1(q)=ΛΓί ί+1 \J ... \J Nίt \J N^l N^, ... , ΛTV Λ^+1 are respec-
tively Cauchy sequences of mft>)/2 and two of them are not equivalent,
hence Λ7^+ι(q) is not a Cauchy sequence of m($)R, hence
β.

(Received June 15, 1950)






